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Abstract—Reasoning about object handover configurations allows an assistive agent to estimate the appropriateness of handover for a receiver with different arm mobility capacities. While there are existing approaches for estimating the effectiveness of handovers, their findings are limited to users without arm mobility impairments and to specific objects. Therefore, current state-of-the-art approaches are unable to hand over novel objects to receivers with different arm mobility capacities. We propose a method that generalises handover behaviours to previously unseen objects, subject to the constraint of a receiver’s arm mobility level and the task context. We propose a heuristic-guided hierarchical optimised cost whose optimisation adapts object configurations for receivers with low arm mobility. This also ensures that the robot grasps consider the context of the user’s upcoming task, i.e., the usage of the object. To understand preferences over handover configurations, we report on the findings of an online study, wherein we presented different handover methods, including ours, to 259 users with different levels of arm mobility. We find that people’s preferences over handover methods are correlated to their arm mobility capacities. We encapsulate these preferences in a statistical relational learner (SRL) that is able to reason about the most suitable handover configuration given a receiver’s arm mobility and upcoming task. Using our SRL model, we obtained an average handover accuracy of 90.8% when generalising handovers to novel objects.

I. INTRODUCTION

A NY scenarios in which robots assist humans inevitably involve robot-to-human object handovers—the transfer of objects from a robot to a human [1]. Successful handovers are an essential part of tasks in different domains, from fetching medication for older adults in their home, to handing tools to workers in a factory. Beyond successfully transferring objects, handovers should minimise effort needed from the human. This not only includes effort to take the object, but also effort to use the object afterwards. For example, imagine a robot handing over a bottle to a person who intends to drink from it. The robot’s choice of how to grasp and locate the bottle for the exchange determines how the person will take the object. Hence, in making those choices, the robot should aim to minimise the human’s need to extend their arm, offering the bottle in a pose that facilitates drinking without needing to re-grasp the bottle. A method able to adapt robot handovers, with the goal of minimising the person’s effort, is particularly convenient for users with arm mobility impairments, where usually the mobility condition changes over time [2].

Fig. 1: On the left, simulated generation of robot grasps $g_r$ and object poses $\Psi_O$ for handovers using our proposed cost model. On the right, real world deployment of a found suitable handover using our learned SRL model, given the user arm mobility and upcoming task.

Prior work models the human as able-bodied, with no mobility limitations in reaching for and grasping the object presented by the robot. These works learn human preferences over object poses [3], transfer locations [4], [5], and limited grasp locations on selected objects based on their use (i.e., object affordance) [6], [7] that are inaccessible to people with mobility impairments. As such, the current literature is not able to generalise robot grasps and object poses to users with different arm mobility capacities. In this paper we aim to address this gap by explicitly considering the range of mobility constraints that the human receiver might have.

We present a method for automatically selecting handover grasps and poses by explicitly taking into account differences in the human receiver’s arm mobility while minimising effort. We consider the handover to be composed of a suitable robot grasp that considers the receiver’s upcoming task, and an object pose that is safe and reachable depending on the user’s arm mobility level. A summary of our approach is depicted in Fig. 1. Firstly, we pose the problem as hierarchical optimisation with a cost model that adapts to the receiver’s mobility constraints, while considering the intended use of the object. Secondly, we evaluate our model through an online survey in which 259 participants with mixed arm mobility limitations rate different handover poses, including the ones generated with our method. An analysis of the responses shows that handover preferences vary significantly across users with different arm mobility capacities, with mobility impaired individuals showing higher preference towards handovers selected with our method. Finally, we extend our method to generate handover configurations for previously unseen objects using a statistical relational learner (SRL). Experimental evaluation of the SRL handover model demonstrates generalisation of affordance-aware handovers, obtaining an average handover pose accuracy of 90.8% across different mobility levels and upcoming tasks with novel objects.
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II. Related Work

Robotic handover research has taken on increasing importance due to numerous use cases in industrial and domestic assistance scenarios [1]. Usually, robot-to-human and human-to-robot handovers are studied separately, due to the differing nature of the challenges involved. As our focus is on robot-to-human handovers in home-assistance setups, we limit our discussion of related work accordingly.

Robot-to-human handovers have broadly focused on learning preferences over how the object should be transferred. Some of the factors that have been considered are the effect of gaze [8], [9], different object poses [3], suitable distance from robot to human [5], [10], and optimal duration [11]–[13] for the handover task. Few works include in their object transfer policy the extraction of suitable robot grasps considering the receiver’s upcoming task [6], [7].

In general, the current literature extracts preferences, over the previously mentioned factors, through user studies where the participants do not report arm mobility impairments. Consequently, the state-of-the-art handover models are not inclusive and cannot be mapped to users with different arm mobility capacities. In contrast, our approach generalises across users and cannot be applied to users with different arm mobility capacities. Finally, we learn and generalise such preferences across receivers by means of a SRL.

III. Handover Optimisation with Mobility Constraints

We propose a robot-to-human handover method that adapts object configurations to people with different arm mobility. Particularly, we define the handover configurations considering the receiver’s (i) upcoming task, to extract an adequate robot grasp, and (ii) arm mobility capacities to adapt the object’s pose for the transfer. To achieve such a reasoning model (details in Section V), first we need to design a method that adapts to people with low arm mobility. Then, we need to analyse preferences over handover methods across users with different arm mobility capacities (Section IV presents the online user study). This section details the design of our heuristic-guided hierarchically optimised cost model that adapts handovers to users with low arm mobility.

Current robotic handover methods consider preferences over objects and robot grasp configurations that are not designed for receivers with arm mobility impairments. In contrast, with the insight that less effort means more comfort for the receiver [2], [20], we model a handover that adapts to users with low arm mobility. The heuristic-guided hierarchically optimised cost model extracts (i) the most suitable robot grasp given the receiver’s upcoming task, and (ii) a transfer object configuration located at a reachable yet safe location for the user. We efficiently guide the configuration search through a user-configurable resolution workspace grid map.

The resulting map is composed of \[ \{x, y, z\} \] voxels \[ m_{x,y,z} \in \mathcal{M}_{[x,y,z]} \]. Each voxel \[ m_{x,y,z} \] encapsulates: (i) non-controllable human values or constants, in our case the human hand \( \Psi_{hh} \), face pose \( \Psi_{hf} \), and the choice of grasp when receiving the object \( g_r \); and, (ii) cost-constrained variables which are the configurations we want to optimise, in our case the robot grasp \( g_r \), and object pose \( \Psi_O \). As a result, the map is a function of \[ \mathcal{M}_{[x,y,z]}(g_r, \Psi_O) \]. We guide the hierarchical optimisation through three costs, as shown in Fig 2. Firstly, we compute an optimal appropriateness cost \( C_A \) that gives a suitable robot grasp \( g_r \) from a set of grasp affordance configurations \( \hat{g}_r \in \mathcal{G}_r \). Secondly, using the previously found \( g_r \), we sample for safe object configurations \( \Psi_O \) using the safety cost \( C_S \). This cost is constrained to those object poses \( \Psi_O \) where there is a feasible inverse kinematic solution for the end-effector \( \Psi_{ree} \) to proceed with the grasp \( g_r \), denoted
as \( f(\Psi_O, g_r) \neq \emptyset \). Finally, in the reachability cost \( C_R \), we minimise the displacement of the user arm. Given \( \Psi_O \), we inform the search for the closest \( m_{x,y,z} \) in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) and find the optimal object configuration \( \Psi_O \) in SE(3):

\[
\min_{m \in \mathcal{M}} C_R(\Psi_O)
\]

with \( \Psi_O = \arg \max_{\Omega \subset \mathcal{M}} C_S(\Psi_O, g_r) \) s.t \( \Psi_{rec} \leftarrow f(\Psi_O, g_r) \neq \emptyset \)

with \( g_r = \arg \max_{\hat{g}_r \in G_r} C_A(\hat{g}_r) \).

** Appropriateness \( C_A(\hat{g}_r) \) is calculated in the object affordance space and it extracts the grasp configuration the robot should choose depending on the receiver’s future task. Depending on the level of human arm mobility impairment, the hand dexterity may vary considerably and, thus, the human choice of grasps. This is a subject worthy of future study. Although we cannot control the human grasp directly, we can leave the object’s part that affords the receiver’s chosen action occlusion free. Thus, we implicitly offer the receiver the most suitable grasping region. We reason about \( g_r \), \( g_h \) and the object affordances regions \( a_O \) using the Markov logic network (MLN) knowledge base (KB) from our earlier work [21]. The KB in [21] is composed of data collected from human users, thus being suitable for the handover task, as well as inferring suitable actions [22]. We consider two sets of grasp configurations: (i) human grasps are configurations inside the object affordance region \( g_h \in a_O \), while (ii) robot grasps are outside, \( g_r = a_O \setminus g_h \). The final goal in (1) is to choose a \( g_r \) that maximises the distance from the closest possible (i.e., most constraining) \( g_h \):

\[
C_A(\hat{g}_r) = \min_{g_h \in a_O} d(\hat{g}_r, g_h).
\]

Intuitively, \( C_A(\hat{g}_r) \) guides towards appropriate grasps for both, giver and receiver.

**Safety** \( C_S(\Psi_O, g_r) \) is considered in terms of distance between the robot to human. The further away from the human user the robot's manipulator is, the safer it is. Thus, we maximise the distance from the object pose \( \Psi_O \), projected in \( a_O \), to the human hand \( \Psi_{hh} \) and face \( \Psi_{hf} \), as well as from the \( \Psi_{rec} \) to \( \Psi_{hh} \). We penalise the cost if any of the distances is below a threshold \( t_h \) of 5cm:

\[
C_S(\hat{\Psi}_O, g_r) = \begin{cases}
  d(\hat{\Psi}_O, \Psi_{hh}) + d(\hat{\Psi}_O, \Psi_{hf}) + d(\Psi_{rec}, \Psi_{hh}) , & \text{if } d(\cdot) \geq t_h \\
  0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

**Reachability** \( C_R(\Psi_O) \) is introduced to minimise the receiver’s arm displacement, thus effort [2], [20]. This cost promotes object configurations located as close to the human hand as possible, consequently, adapting to users with low arm capacities. Specifically, \( C_R(\Psi_O) \) penalises the human hand movement from the current pose to the implicitly advised grasp \( g_h \). [5] suggested that 75cm is a reachable object transfer location, as such, we use it as \( t_h \) to penalise greater distances:

\[
C_R(\Psi_O) = \begin{cases}
  d(\Psi_{hh}, g_h), & \text{if } d(\cdot) \leq t_h \\
  \infty, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

In summary, using (1), the robot obtains the most appropriate robot grasp given the receiver’s task and a safe yet reachable object configuration. As a result, adapting handovers to users with low mobility impairments.

**Fig. 2** Summary of our heuristic-guided hierarchically optimised cost model. Each block corresponds to (2)-(4).

**IV. USER HANDOVER PREFERENCES**

To implement an inclusive handover method that adapts to people with different arm mobility levels (Section V), we need to explore users’ preferences on handover methods. To identify such preferences, we feature different handover methods, including ours (as detailed in Section III), and present them to users through an online study. In this section, we describe our user study setup, hypothesis on preferences, data collection and a systematic evaluation of the users’ perception.

**A. User Study Setup**

For the user study we consider three different handover methods. As **method-A**, we implement a handover technique following the guidelines in [5], [19]. These works extract the optimal object transfer point. As in [5], [19], for method-A we set the object transfer point at a distance of 75cm from the human body and an arbitrary robot grasp. As **method-B**, we use [18]’s suggested transfer location at 50cm and a robot grasp that considers the receiver’s upcoming task. As **method-C**, we use our proposal in Section III. As a result, the three different methods handover objects in three different ways. The first row of Fig. 3 shows an example of an object’s final pose for each handover method. To the participants, neither the methods’ details nor names were disclosed. For the reminder of this manuscript method-C will be referred to as **ours**.

**B. Premise on Handover Preferences**

We hypothesize that the preferences of robot-to-human handovers vary according to the human’s level of arm mobility.
We argue that people’s preferences could be suitably described by one of the previously presented handover methods. We base this premise on the theoretical grounds that the effort required to move the arm joints will be optimized. [20] uses mathematical models to calculate joints effort alongside average measures of the human body. We use [20’s] method to design and simulate the kinematics and dynamics of a human. To calculate the effort, we consider variations of degrees-of-freedom (DoF) of the main arm joints: shoulder, elbow and wrist. We run 5 trials per handover method (i.e., method-A, method-B and ours), and calculate the effort on the simulated human joints. Considering 3 different handover setups, the average effort results in (i) 39 Nm for method-A, (ii) 20 Nm for method-B and (iii) 12 Nm for ours. The values show our proposal eases arm effort. Furthermore, there are less tangible, or qualitative, but equally important benefits of usability in the proposed approach. However, they are not enough to assume preferences for the handover setups. To study user preferences we run an online survey.

C. Data Collection

We collected our data through an online survey to guarantee social distancing rules to our participants. Contrary to previous works, our goal is to achieve an inclusive robot-human handover technique. This was done in collaboration with Chest Heart and Stroke Scotland (CHSS) to recruit participants that suffer from arm mobility impairments. Through CHSS, we recruited a total of 9 volunteers. Additionally, we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform, to obtain opinions from people with varied arm mobility capacities. From Mechanical Turk, we obtained a total of 250 unique participants, using the following criteria: English proficiency, approval rate, filtering questions, and task time. Participants were paid $2.50, an amount on par with the going rate at the time for online surveys of ≈20 min duration.

We hypothesise that people with different arm mobility capacities prefer different types of robot-human handovers. Our goal with the online study is to learn people’s preferences on different handover setups including our proposal in Section III. The participants were given a consent form and a three pages questionnaire. Firstly, we requested demographics, including an animation to identify their arm mobility capacities following the suggestion from [20]. The resulting 259 participants (171 males and 87 females) were aged between 18 and 69 years old with only 10% (26 participants) of the population being familiar with robots. 27.4% of the sampled population (71 participants) reported some level of arm mobility impairment and associated it with one of the animations presented in the survey.

Secondly, we presented to each participant 3 different short clips. Each one of the three short clips showed a different handover method, as explained in Section IV-A. The 3 clips were randomised among 5 objects. The 5 objects are of common use on activities of daily living (ADL) by people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [23]. The second row of Fig. 3 shows the objects, their upcoming task and corresponding robot grasp used in the online study. In this illustration, $g_h$ (purple patch) is our hypothesis of the most likely choice of human grasp. Each clip was approximately 40 s in length and followed by a 5-point scale that measured: safety, comfort and appropriateness of the handover technique. The order of the three clips varied randomly across participants to avoid biasing the 5-point scale metric. Finally, we asked the participants (i) to rank the importance of factors such as the effort to reach the object, naturalness and appropriateness of robot grasp, (ii) to select preferred technique overall, and (iii) an open-ended question about their opinion on robot-human handovers. In the end, we debriefed them on the purpose of the study. In summary, we acquired data from a total of 259 participants distributed among 15 different setups. Namely, 5 objects with 3 methods for each handover setup, 2 representing state-of-the-art and ours.

D. Systematic Analysis of User Input

We examine the participants’ responses to detect handover preferences. Guided by our hypothesis, we analyse the data to show the influence of arm mobility level and handover technique interaction. Fig. 4 shows a summary of the findings as extracted from the 5-point scale metric. The higher on the scale the safest, more comfortable or appropriate the handover method is. As mentioned in Section IV-C, we create animations for the users to identify their arm mobility level. The participants identified themselves in either of the 4 shown animations: high (H), high-medium (H-M), low-medium (L-M), and low (L) arm mobility. For each of the levels, we illustrate the mean and standard deviation of the three handover methods included in the study. Our analysis involves a normally distributed two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), using the handover methods and users arm mobility levels as factors, and participant ID as repetitions.

For perceived safety, there is no significant difference across methods as rated by users in groups H and H-M. Receivers in L-M scored our method as slightly safer. Nonetheless, only users in L scaled method-A as significantly different from
ours. The arm mobility of the users influences different safety perceptions on users from H-M to those in L. In perceived comfort, all users perceived our method as the most comfortable one. Namely, for L-M and L, comfort is significantly different between method-A and ours. In terms of arm mobility, levels H and H-M have significantly different perceptions of comfort from the users who identified themselves at L level. For perceived appropriateness of the robot grasp given the user upcoming task, there is a significant difference across method-A and ours for all arm levels. The gap between the method-A and the other two methods is noticeable. On average, our method is perceived positively by the users. Nonetheless, the preference for our method over the other two setups is clearer in participants that reported lower levels of arm mobility (i.e., L-M and L). Users belonging to H-M have a significantly different perception of appropriateness from those users at the L level. The resulting ranking demonstrates the difference in priorities, especially on the extremes of the arm mobility level spectrum. For example, for H and H-M feeling safe and comfortable is the top priority. In contrast, for L-M and L the preference fluctuates between the robot moving more than the human to reach the object transfer location (i.e., shared effort). Fig. 5 illustrates the median rank consensus per arm mobility level. The open-ended question how the users feel about robot-human handover collaboration tasks. Table II shows a sample set of responses. Per arm level, we created a word count of the responses and extracted sets of words appearing with higher frequency. Some of the extracted sets imply a positive opinion about the task, while others suggest a negative or doubtful perception of the robot’s performance. For example, in the set implying positive perceptions, the keyword COMFORTABLE is used by participants in all levels. Nonetheless, for H and H-M COMFORTABLE is often found along with SAFE and a conditional such as IF or AS LONG AS. On the other hand, for L-M and L the appearance of COMFORTABLE is followed by USEFUL or USEFULLY. By putting these words in context, it is clear that, depending on the mobility level, some participants accept the collaboration with reservations while others perceive the robot as a helper. The participant’s statements support the ranking on Fig. 5.

Finally, we asked in an open-ended question how the users feel about robot-human handover collaboration tasks. Table II shows a sample set of responses. Per arm level, we created a word count of the responses and extracted sets of words appearing with higher frequency. Some of the extracted sets imply a positive opinion about the task, while others suggest a negative or doubtful perception of the robot’s performance. For example, in the set implying positive perceptions, the keyword COMFORTABLE is used by participants in all levels. Nonetheless, for H and H-M COMFORTABLE is often found along with SAFE and a conditional such as IF or AS LONG AS. On the other hand, for L-M and L the appearance of COMFORTABLE is followed by USEFUL or USEFULLY. By putting these words in context, it is clear that, depending on the mobility level, some participants accept the collaboration with reservations while others perceive the robot as a helper. The participant’s statements support the ranking on Fig. 5.

In summary, although users in general prefer a method that considers their upcoming task, there are different preferences related to user arm mobility capacities. Receivers with low levels of arm mobility prefer the robot to perform most of the handover task, while users with high mobility choose to have some freedom and share the task effort.

V. Generalising Handovers to New Objects

We aim to generalise handover configurations to previously unseen objects, subject to the users’ upcoming task and arm mobility capacities. We use preferences collected in Section IV

Fig. 4: Mean and variance of participants perception on safety, comfort and appropriateness in a 5-point scale metric. Evaluation includes two-way repeated ANOVA. Only significant statistical results are shown, i.e., with a p < 0.05.

Table I, Fig. 5 reiterates that users with lower arm mobility prefer the robot to perform most of the handover task, while users with high mobility choose to have some freedom and share the task effort. The participants also ranked, from most to least important, the following aspects: (a) safety, (b) comfort, (c) naturalness of the handover, (d) appropriateness of the robot grasp given the receiver’s upcoming task, and (e) that the robot moves more than the human to reach the object transfer location (i.e., shared effort). Fig. 5 illustrates the median rank consensus per arm mobility level. The open-ended question how the users feel about robot-human handover collaboration tasks. Table II shows a sample set of responses. Per arm level, we created a word count of the responses and extracted sets of words appearing with higher frequency. Some of the extracted sets imply a positive opinion about the task, while others suggest a negative or doubtful perception of the robot’s performance. For example, in the set implying positive perceptions, the keyword COMFORTABLE is used by participants in all levels. Nonetheless, for H and H-M COMFORTABLE is often found along with SAFE and a conditional such as IF or AS LONG AS. On the other hand, for L-M and L the appearance of COMFORTABLE is followed by USEFUL or USEFULLY. By putting these words in context, it is clear that, depending on the mobility level, some participants accept the collaboration with reservations while others perceive the robot as a helper. The participant’s statements support the ranking on Fig. 5.

Finally, we asked in an open-ended question how the users feel about robot-human handover collaboration tasks. Table II shows a sample set of responses. Per arm level, we created a word count of the responses and extracted sets of words appearing with higher frequency. Some of the extracted sets imply a positive opinion about the task, while others suggest a negative or doubtful perception of the robot’s performance. For example, in the set implying positive perceptions, the keyword COMFORTABLE is used by participants in all levels. Nonetheless, for H and H-M COMFORTABLE is often found along with SAFE and a conditional such as IF or AS LONG AS. On the other hand, for L-M and L the appearance of COMFORTABLE is followed by USEFUL or USEFULLY. By putting these words in context, it is clear that, depending on the mobility level, some participants accept the collaboration with reservations while others perceive the robot as a helper. The participant’s statements support the ranking on Fig. 5.

In summary, although users in general prefer a method that considers their upcoming task, there are different preferences related to user arm mobility capacities. Receivers with low levels of arm mobility prefer the robot to perform most of the handover task, while users with high mobility choose to have some freedom and share the task effort.

V. Generalising Handovers to New Objects

We aim to generalise handover configurations to previously unseen objects, subject to the users’ upcoming task and arm mobility capacities. We use preferences collected in Section IV

Fig. 5: Median rank consensus per arm mobility of the considered aspects that influence a handover task.

Table I: Distribution of participants per arm mobility level as they chose their preferred handover method.
to expand a previously proposed relational model in [21].

The section presents the design, execution and evaluation of the relational policy which encapsulates users’ preferences over a variety of handover techniques. The resulting policy generalises handover preferences onto semantically similar objects across users with different arm mobility.

A. Statistical Relational Learner

As explained in Section IV, we use different handover methods, including ours in Section III as prior to collect user preferences. Our goal with the collected data is to create a handover reasoning model for different objects considering the receiver’s arm mobility level and upcoming tasks. To achieve this, we need a methodology that ensembles different structural features such as object affordances, grasp configurations and preferred object configurations given a level of arm mobility. To this end, we apply an SRL, in particular MLN [24].

Previously in [21], we used a pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract object semantic features and linked them to grasp affordances using MLN to build a KB. To include handover preferences in the KB, we need to relate the existing semantic descriptors to new structures representing object configurations and user arm mobility capacities.

Formally, a MLN is a set of formulae \( f \in F \) in first-order logic (FOL) and real-valued weights \( w_i \) attached to each \( f \). The probability distribution over the ground truth associations, i.e., collected data \( X \) is:

\[
P(X = x) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp \left( \sum_i w_i n_i(x) \right),
\]

where \( x \) is an instance of the data, in our case each participant’s set of responses; \( n_i(x) \) is the number of observations supporting a formula of \( f \) in \( x \), and \( Z \) is a normalisation constant. We learn the optimal weights \( w^* \) from maximising the pseudo-log-likelihood \( \log P^*_w(X = x) \) of the obtained probability distribution of the available \( X \). In Section III, we use the grasp affordance policy in [21] as a prior to obtain suitable robot grasp considering the receiver’s upcoming task.

Using the (i) resulting grasps from \( C_A(g_r) \), (ii) the object affordance semantic descriptions collected in [21]\(^3\) (i.e., object categories, visual description of shape context, texture and material), and (iii) the preferences from Section IV-D, we create instances \( x \) that represent the connecting entities we want to apply probabilistic and logical reasoning to. Intuitively, the object configurations resulting from the variations of the

\(^3\)Found in: http://bit.ly/semantic_features

heuristic-guided model can be regarded as entries-to-labels in a relational database. From [21], we deduced that clustering the objects by shape context semantic description offered generalisation opportunities to create grasping hypotheses. Using this observation, we average the object poses \( \Psi_O \) and their corresponding object’s robot grasp \( g_r \) per shape context. As a result, the SRL generalises object configurations to previously unseen but semantically similar objects.

Fig. 6 exemplifies the SRL, where the preferred handover object configuration (objectConfiguration) and the robot grasp on the object (graspRegion) are the entities we want to predict. We use weighted constraint satisfaction problem (WCSP) [25] to infer these two parameters given the set of entities in a query. Using the resulting optimal object and grasp configuration, the robot is able to generalise the handover method to different objects depending on the query entities.

B. Execution

Algorithm 1 presents an outline of the handover end-to-end execution. The algorithm aims to provide a robotic platform with a feasible handover object configuration given the receiver’s arm mobility level and upcoming task. From the user, we obtain the desired upcoming task to perform with an object in the scene and the arm mobility level the receiver identifies to (line 2 to 3). The SRL trained model in Section V-A is fed with the user’s information (line 4). Given the visual perception and extraction of the objects semantics [21], human hand pose [26] and human face pose [27] (line 5 to 10), the end-to-end execution is as follows. The model infers the optimal object transfer configuration OTC\(^*\) composed of

\[
\text{Participant } x_i \text{ in the user study and object semantic features from [21]. In each FOL, entities are inside the ( )}
\]

\[
x \left[ \begin{array}{c}
armMobilityLevel(\text{selected level}) \\
\text{usingObjectTo(object, affordance)} \\
graspRegion(object, g_r) \\
belonging to a handover method
\end{array} \right]
\]

\[
\text{Query: objectConfiguration } \sim \text{ graspRegion}
\]

Fig. 6: Summary of the SRL and its components.
Algorithm 1: end-to-end execution

1. **Input:**
2. **affordance:** user’s defined upcoming task
3. **level:** user’s identified arm mobility level
4. **Handover:** SRL handover model (**affordance**, **level**)
5. **CP:** camera perception
6. **extractSemantics:** DCNN from [21]
7. **trackHumanPose:** CNNs from [26] and [27]

```plaintext
begin
semantics ← extractSemantics(CP.in2D)
h ← trackHumanPose(CP.in3D)
OTC* ← Handover(affordance, level, semantics)
Ψ_{ree} ← safeRobotGrasp(OTC)
while safeDistanceFrom(h.hand, h.face) do
  if objectGrasped(Ψ_{ree}) then
    robotMoveTo(OTC*)
end
```

the appropriate robot grasp for the user’s upcoming task, and the suitable object pose given the user’s arm capacities (line 11). Second, on the suitable robot grasp we calculate a safe grasping configuration \(Ψ_{ree}\) (line 12). Finally, we allow the robot to move to the object pose as long as it keeps the safety threshold from the human, as in (3), (4) (line 13 to 15). All the configurations are in the robot’s workspace.

### C. Reasoning about Handover Tasks

In the last stage, we evaluate the generalisation of the learned handover reasoning policy\(^5\). To assess the learned model, we start by analysing the differences in robot grasps resulting from reasoning about grasp affordances with [21] versus our proposal in Section III for handover. Moreover, we evaluate the generalisation performance of our handover reasoning model with semantically similar objects, given the user arm mobility level and upcoming task.

**Grasp affordance reasoning:** We are interested in evaluating the dissimilarity in the choice of robot grasp when the robot (i) is detecting the object grasp affordance to solely manipulate the object, as in [21], in contrast to (ii) when it is identifying the object grasp affordance to accommodate the receiver’s upcoming task, i.e., our proposal in Section III. For this evaluation, we consider the 2D image of 5 object instances, with one affordance, for each of the 32 objects in [21]’s KB. For simplicity purposes, as in [21], we group the objects by shape context in the following illustrations.

Firstly, we calculate the rank-sum test for the different robot grasp choices between (i) and (ii) to evaluate if those choices are significantly different. Fig. 7a shows a summary of the calculated p-values. Second, we calculate the average Euclidean distance from the centre of the objects to the obtained robot grasp. Fig. 7b shows the calculated distance in cm. In Fig. 7 all the objects, except homogeneous shaped ones, show variations on the robot grasp. Interestingly, for handing over, the choice of grasp is located towards the objects extremes. Therefore, showing that the system reasons on different robot grasp when tasked to handover objects.

**Handover reasoning:** We test if the SRL generalises handovers to semantically similar objects subject to arm mobility levels and the receiver’s upcoming task. For this purpose, we extend the 259 ground truth data instances of the 5 objects obtained from the online study. Using the user preference distribution of Table I on the object shape context (as in Fig. 7a), we synthetically generate 1,398 handover configurations of 27 other objects. In total, the extended dataset contains 1,657 instances across 32 objects. We feed to the SRL 70% (22) of the objects for learning and leave 30% (10) semantically similar objects for testing. As shown in Table III, we obtain an overall average handover pose (\(±5mm, ±2°\)) accuracy of 90.8% on the testing set when inferring \(\{Ψ_O, g_r\}\) from the SRL. Fig. 8 shows examples of the PR2 robot handing over objects using our SRL model for detection of \(g_r\) and corresponding final \(Ψ_O\), while considering user defined upcoming task and arm mobility capacity\(^5\).

### VI. Conclusions and Future Work

We present a method to reason about suitable object and robot grasp configurations for a handover task, subject to the receiver’s arm mobility level and the anticipated use of the object. We start by designing a heuristic-guided cost model

\(^5\)Complementary video: https://youtu.be/cF5sAEpSn_LI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>(Ψ_O)</th>
<th>(g_r)</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>shoe, stapler, camera</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>bowl, plate</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td>sunglasses, toothbrush</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td>marker, flashlight, glass</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III:** Handover accuracy performance.
that adapts handovers to receivers with low arm mobility. Then, through a user study with receivers of different arm mobility capacities, we extract preferences over different handover methods to finally learn them using a SRL. Our proposal motivates future research in different directions, including but not limited to (i) in-person human-robot interaction settings to study acceptance levels on task duration and the naturalness of the robot motion, (ii) study of failure and recovery alternatives for cases when the robot grasp is not socially acceptable for the handover task, and ways to enrich our SRL model to prevent for robot grasp type and location when handing over an object,” Science Robots, vol. 4, no. 27, p. eaau9757, 2019.


